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Logline:
Georgy, at his friend`s request, installs an application that
analyzed the behavior of his wife and gives a warning about the
prompt betrayal. Performing tasks to distribute the application,
Georgy learns more and more with whom his wife is conducting
affairs and why.
Characters:

Synopsis
Georgy gets a call from his friend Alexey, who
asks to install the application "Find out the
truth". After installation, the application
collects data and shows the activity of his wife
Angela with him and other men (the number of
meetings, calls, likes, time spent viewing
accounts, etc.).
The application alerts to probability of 76% that
in the next 2 months there will be cheating and a
potential lover is found. To get more
information, Georgy must bring a friend.
Georgy asks his brother to register at his link
and the application shows that over the past 2
months, Angela`s activity towards her new
colleague has increased. In order to find out the
name of a potential lover, Georgy agrees to send
links to the application on his behalf.
The application shows that the new colleague is
his mate Alexey. His wife Vika interrupts viewing
photos of Angela and Alexey from the cafe. She is
looking for a friend who has not installed the
application yet, so that she could find out the
name of Alexey's potential lover.

The application completed the data collection and
shows that a month before Georgy`s wife went cold
on him, he became more interested in his employee
Evgenia Shirokova. The forecast of his betrayal in
the next 2 months - the probability of 84%. Georgy
justifies himself aloud that they were simply put
on one job project, that is why they began to
communicate more during working hours.
The application offers to delete statistics for a
fee of 7,000 rubles, giving only 3 minutes to
think. Georgy refuses and deletes the application.
The application warns if there is no payment for
the remaining 2.5 minutes, it will additionally
send statistics to his assistant`s husband Igor
Shirokov.
Georgy calls his wife on Skype. Angela explains that
Alexey was transferred to their department and he sends
stupid jokes to everyone, they also have lunch together to
save 20%. This is why the statistics with Alexey
increased. Georgy says that he has the same situation at
work. At that moment, he receives SMS with a threat from
Igor Shirokov, and Angela gets a call from a furious Vika.
They decide that Georgy will pick Angela up and they will
leave the city for the weekend, until things are cleared
up.
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